
Tatted Snowflakes Dover Knitting Crochet
Tatting Lace
Tatting is a beautiful and delicate lace-making technique that uses a shuttle
to create intricate loops and knots. Tatted snowflakes are a popular motif
for Christmas decorations, but they can also be used to create other items
such as jewelry, bookmarks, and lies.

Dover Knitting has published a number of books on tatting, including
"Tatted Snowflakes" by Patricia Kristoffersen. This book contains 20
patterns for tatted snowflakes, ranging from simple to complex. The
patterns are clearly written and easy to follow, even for beginners.

In this article, we will provide a comprehensive overview of tatted
snowflakes, including techniques, patterns, and projects. We will also
provide links to additional resources that you can use to learn more about
tatting.
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Tatting is a relatively simple technique to learn, but it does require some
practice to master. The basic stitch is called a "double stitch" and it is made
by looping the thread around the shuttle twice and then pulling it through
the loop on the hook.

Once you have mastered the basic stitch, you can start to learn more
advanced techniques such as picots, rings, and chains. These techniques
can be used to create a variety of different patterns.

There are many different patterns available for tatted snowflakes. Some of
the most popular patterns include:

Starflakes: These snowflakes are made up of a series of stars that are
connected together.

Mandala snowflakes: These snowflakes are made up of a central
circle that is surrounded by a series of smaller circles.

Edged snowflakes: These snowflakes have a decorative edge that is
added after the snowflake has been tatted.

Tatted snowflakes can be used to create a variety of different projects,
including:

Christmas decorations: Tatted snowflakes can be used to decorate
Christmas trees, wreaths, and other holiday decorations.

Jewelry: Tatted snowflakes can be used to make earrings, pendants,
and other jewelry items.

Bookmarks: Tatted snowflakes can be used to make beautiful and
unique bookmarks.



lies: Tatted snowflakes can be used to make delicate and elegant lies.

If you are interested in learning more about tatting, there are a number of
resources available online and in libraries. Here are a few of our favorites:

The International Tatting Guild: http://www.tattingguild.org/

Tatting World: http://www.tattingworld.com/

Tatting Corner: http://www.tattingcorner.com/

Tatted snowflakes are a beautiful and delicate way to add a touch of
elegance to your home or wardrobe. With a little practice, you can learn to
tat these snowflakes yourself and create your own unique projects.
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